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1 April 1976 
OPERATION PRZAIDUT 

HAJOT TARGET: 

To get P.0 incarcerated in a mental institution or:ill, or 
at least to hit her so hard that shit drops her attacks. 

FR/MARY TARGETS: 

03 B1 WE SEC working in liaison with OPS NIZIA4rwaP'' 
- . 

To mina'', PC from•her .position of- Power so that. shetannot attack 
the the C of S. 

US BATO Taking responsibility for the area working in liaison 
with OPS NIT. 

Ops NAT responsible for the overall plann 	of this project, e.c., working in liaison with NZ 	 trut- 

OPS NIT responsible for any debugging of this project, necessary. 

TE SEO and 1G I ET organization operatingzutrH '. 
THAA04,H 	0...p.64410.44. 

TTAL TARGETS: -• 

Pu3.11161(  

) To reorulfin PSX that looks like PO and to train her on this 
action. 	

M 
	 paa 1,41.  

2) To recruit an observation 7S4 to make a telephone call. No 

(ZZ 

special requirements necessary except securiety÷wOr‘' fOr.01. 

3) To get *Pin Ball*  Mt or T.X. PSH to get familiar with PO 
to find out some of her clothes she wears particularly what . 
sort of coat she usually wears and-her general.looks, halr'eto. 
Also above 7SX or ?My= hays to meet with PO when the OP goes 
downer -7- frli ridZ Qt) qt4r 44.(0)4.c..c. 0-4_ pcii.• c l o t t--, 	pr  6 7.14  ,./. 

1./.. pow ' ' 	 • • 
4) To get a cheap coat that is very similar to PO's. —7 N6-11-41. 

*To-asceratin what P0, looks like now, hair streaked ?'still 
inner? etc. 	 „los •- 	 p+, 6 lo-401. 

• 6'1' 	• 	• 	 • 
6) To .locate a laundry(npar PC'. placqand/9,make mare she 
Isn't losovn there.— 	Gfq°71- m"0"17.  Nnwr-  CI-v ì") 	p1/4  6 ( r\i'l • 

7) To find out what PC is wearing the day of the this action. 
Ind what her hair is like. 	• 	 p,_a I ri.L1. 

8) To have someone availible to steat out PO when she leaves 
her place- the dm: of the caper, to ascertain when she leaves, 	\t 

what the l s wearing etc. 
p4 1 "If 
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2) To recruit an observation 7S( to make a telephone call. No 

\III 

special requirements necessary except securiety.+44A1' lotrel. 

*To.asceratin what PO. looks like now, hair streaked 1' still 
innert etc. 	 pN4 i^bi. 

3) To get "Pin Ball" Me or T.X. PSH to get familiar with PO 
to find out some of her clothes ame wears particularly what . 
wort of coat she usually wears and-her general.looks, hair'etc. 
Also above PSH or PSHAvill,have to meet with PO when the OP goes 

Tr% 	ott) qt.* 4,44,14L.t. 	clotu-1 	pr6 Zhl y. pow 	 • • 
4) To get• a cheap coat that is very similar to 20'e. 	PN6 I  NI. 

• • • 
6) To .locate a laundry(npar PO's place end Mmake sure she 
isn't known there.— 	Gelerl- rw,'"f Novr- 	p1/4 	1 r`i'l • 

7) To find out what PC is wearing the day of the this action. 
Ind what her hair is like. 	• 	 )1.a I 

8) To have someone availible to steak out PO when she leaves 
her place- the da)t of .the caper, to ascertain when she leaves, 	\t 

what she wearing etc. 
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VITALAPARGITS,cont. 	 OP PREAKOUT 

9) Securlety is Ill IN on this project and "Need to know" is 
enforced heavily. The ohly one who needrvto know what happening 
is the "PC" 7SX and she only has to know bar part. Pl a  k rq'M• 

10) To have a set of second hand clothes and a proper wig, ( data) 
on what to buy obtained from 7SH in V.T i 3 ) so that when the caper 
goes down, PC 7SX can instantly get into the proper color or 
style of clothes-or as close as possible. 	• 	AG ( r\i.tA• 

11) Totrain all'PSHe thoroughly on each one's.aips; and the 
-timing and coordination of each of these actions. 	:/:46 1H-1. 

• 12) To insure that the chosen laundry la open during the day of 
the caper. 	 A C (W1 • 

. 13) Obtain all. thTneceSsaiYZIOihiti7 21UTJansi-eto that 	' 
- be necessary for the fast change. 	 . A 6 I rN"( . 	 • 	• • 

14) Obtain Vig that looks liki.PC, so that.  PC PSH can wear it • . 
during caper. 	

PI 	
spr.c 

r".S) 	1144f 	

• 
CO"' r/fl  	°It Ztir  C4 

psi ppoe 4444!..444.7  

/641  441' 	
Gf-Jg-'4 /L./ 44‘.47 

• l'e>44* .44 
	 vurci7Z- 

c-4/ 
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OP PREAKOUT 

OPERATING TARGETS: 

CHANNEL 1: 

1) Telephone call PC to ascertain if she la home alone. She 
must be bone alone. 

• • " AG Z by 

2) When she has been found alone, telephone ( during..t(le work 
week ) 2 Arab Consulates in NTO, from telephone booth nearest: 
PC's place. Telephoner should be a girl that sounds like PC 
and the call should be fasteto the point, and impinge. It should 
go as follows: from a totally trusted non staff member.. 

t 'm  I just came back from Isreal ( pronounces the wait it is pronounced 
In Isreal ) I've seen what you Stoking bastards do. It least youi-e 
not going to kill my sister. I can get away with anything. Is m 
going to bomb you bastards. Say something in Jewish/swear or 
mumble something lavish. 

IG Z NY 

CHANNEL 2: 

1) Obtain a copy od Nriter't DIGEST — a writer's magizine —
( if not avallible get any writer's magizine. ) person who 
obtains this magizine should be dieguized in some way and 
not traceible back to the org. Dont'order the mag. by mail. 
One should easily be found on the newsstands or in back 
Issues" stores. 

iG INT 

2) Obtain the• latest promo of the T.X. ( trans/dental meditation) 
that PC is going to, same seouriety as above. 

/G. I NY 

3) Cut oueletters"from both of the above publications. Include 
"CAPITOLS". Arrange the letters 	pasted, on a clean piece of 
paper ( not'Org paper ) It there is a blank page or nearly blank 
pager in the writers magazine, use it, crossing out in ballpoint 
anything written on the page. Pasta or glue the letters so that 
they say the following: 

• 
"All of you art distroying Isreal. Tou're lust like them7. 41 
sister lived you bastards. I was there — I saw the wonderful 
people.. Nobody can touch me. I;going to kill you bastards 
I am gAing to boob you. rissingger is a traltor.I'll bomb him 
to. It makes me very sick. I must :meditate. Tou are spying on 
mi even in Israel. Tour day will come soon. I'll expose you." 
and bomb you." 	• - 

I 
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OP PREIKOUT 

OPERATING TARGETS: 

CHANNEL 1: 

1) Telephone call PC to ascertain if she is home alone. She 
must be home alone. 

• • " AG Z NY 
, 1 2) When she has been found alone, telephone ( dueint g.t(S, work 
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"CAPITOLS". Arrange the letters , pasted, on a clean piece of 
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OP PRLtKOUT 

OPERATING TARGETS cent. 

3) cent. 	1511MOOmis 

Go to, 	vary and type out the na as of the Consulate and address 
e ation that Is most anti Isreal (attacking it) . (No prints) 

Use "Capitols" on the envelope. 

4) Place "letter" into the envelops,seal, andimaiL.from the 02. 
mail box nearest to PO's place. 1, t 

• 	•.. 

:SWIMS szommar / NO PRINTE'on 'any letters, envelops. or paper, 
or stamp. 

INSURE no paper from 1G Offine or Org Is used. 

Ehtire action should be dons out of the Org. 

NEED TO ENOV strongly inforced. PR, Communicater Legal should not 
know. Hem should do this entire action. 

If In doubt about "did my prints get on anything" throw everything 
away and start friosh. 

MUMS  

1) FSM in TT # 3 telephones and makes a defInate appointment 
with PC. Sometime when the laundry ( in VT , 12 ) is open. 
The place should be a restruent or bar/ one of the purposes 
of this action is also to got PO drunk. 

2) PSH above -fir meets,  with PC. 

1G I NI 

3) Steakout PSH ( see VT #8 ) communicates with Case Officer and 
PC Double PSH ( see VT # 1 ) and alert the former what PO has on, 
how her hair is arranged, does she have her usual coat on etc. 

1G 1 :a 

4) "PC PSH" changes to the closest clothes they have, matching PCs. 
IS PC has on Blue Jeans/ change to Blue jeans. If PC has on her 
usual coat put that on.( see VT i 3 and 4 ) What ever PO usually 
wears ( a favorite sweater etc) a yellow dress, blue, green etc. 
sneakers, a yellow scar] etc should be had by PO PSH ready to change 
into. In :other words several diffirent out-fits should have been 
obtaine4 by PC PSH, so that when the caper goes 'down, she can • 
immediately change into the color or type of outfit that PC has on. 

Prom the observation of the eteakout 10SX --- to the change of 

EXHIBIT 

-4. 	OP PRL&KOUT 

OPEPATING ?ABORTS cant. 

3) cent. 	2101100.0 

Oo to. 	nary and type out the na me of the Consulate and address 
e ation that Is most anti Israel (attacking it) . (No prints) 

Use "Capitols" on the envelope. 

4) Place "letter" into the envelope,seal, and.amiL.from the 60. 
mail box nearest to PO i s place. 

:NW7R3 STOUR:AT / NO PRINTron tany letters, envelope, or paper, 
or stamp. 

INSURT no paper from 1G Office or Org Is used. 

Entire action should be dons out of the Org. 

NE= TO ENOV strongly inforced. PR, Communicater Legal should not 
know. Max should do this entire action. 

If In doubt about "did my prints get on anything" throw everything 
away and start friosh. 

CRANNY/ 3: 

1) FSM in TT # 3 telephones and makes a definate appointment 
with PC. Sometime when the laundry ( is VT , 12 ) is open. 
The place should be a restruent or bar/ one of the purposes 
of this action is also to get PO drunk. 

1G I VI 

2) PSH above -sir meets,  with PO.. 
1G I NI 

3) Steakout PSH ( see VT #8 ) communicates with Case Officer and 
PC Double PSM ( see VT # 1 ) and alert the former what PO has on, 
how her hair is a:Tensed, does she have her usual ooat on etc. 

• 

1G I NY 

4) "PC !SW changes to the closest clothes they have, matching ?Ca. 
If PC has on Blue Jeans/ change to Blue deans. If PC has on her 
usual coat put that on.( see VT # 3 and 4 ) What ever PO usually 
wears ( a favorite sweater etc) a yellow dress, blue, green etc. 
sneakers, a yellow scarteeeto should be had by PO 7SH ready to change 
into. In :other words several diffirent out-fits should have been 
obtained by PC PSH, so that when the caper goes 'down, she can ' 
immediately change into the color or type of outfit that PC has on. 

Prom the observation of the steakout 7SX --- to the change of 

EXHIBIT 1) 	C 	  

  



-5- 	 OP ?BZA7OUT 

PC PV's clothes, only 3 minutes should have gone by. If PO 
let us say has her hair up, PS( puts her "hair Up" very fast 
It doesn't have to be a good job/ just so it's "up". 

IG INT 

5) PC PSH goes immediately into the laundry and does the following 
caper. (wearing sunglasses) This is done insiealatelY, so that 
PH could have done it on her way to meet t 	754.:ar7SMs for 
drinks. 	 • 

• • 
( Patter/ PC 7SX goes into laundry. Acts very confused. Says 

"I'm P.C. Do I have any clothes herel. Clerk says no IPSX demands 
clerk checks. Clerk comes back. Says no again. PSX screams. 
You're crazy, my name is PO, check again! When clerk says no 
or whatever he does, PM( goes PPS 3/ You're one of them: I'll 
kill 70u. You're  a dirty Arab. You fucking bastards.. Itibomb 
you. I'll bomb the Arabs. I'll bomb the president. I'll kill 
that traitor XissIngner. You're all against me. " 

If an Item of PC's clothing was obtained at TX. PM( leaves this 
on the counter or drops it on the floor. 

6) PC PSH leaves laundry immediately. turns the corner and gets 
Into "pick up" car. Takes off "PC's coat" Wig or whatever.Cha nges 
her looks fast. 

Fsx„ 

7) Haan whilstimmediately after PC PSX leavest  laund 	observation 
PSX ( see VT # 2 ) ashs laundry clerk if they do Suede cleaning a nd 
also says, Boy vas she crazy! real casually says I think you should 
call the police with all these nuts threatening to kill the president. 
IPSX leaves. IPSM should be disguised and not work on staff. 

PS( 

8) 7SX calls from a phone about 5 blocks away, the 7BI and' says 
that she/he doesn't want to get involved and doesn't want to 
give her/his name but some nut girl in (the name of laundry) 
just went crazy and threatened to bomb the place and kill the,  
president. kith all these nuts running around I thought you should 
know. The guy in the laundry heard her too." HANGS UP. and leaves 
immediately and gets out of there. This call/ the 7SX's voice 
Should be disguised. ill these type calls are tapereoor4ed.(7SH 
should not be told tbia;lust to disguise her voice. 

EXHIS1T 
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-5- 	OP ?BZA7OUT 
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-6- 	 OP PP7..1X01:1T 

PRODUCTION TARGETS:  

CHANNEL 1: Should be done within 2 days of receiving this protect. 

CHAIM= 2: Should be. done the day after the above channel is done. 

CHANNM, : Should be done within 1 week after the above channel 
s done. ( and when other Ms cah get an appointsent with PO) 

CI‘A•4•4 	 .-4;4441_ C 

Love, 

puck 

EX4-1IBIT 	4 PAO 

6 -fr" 

••• 

OP 7221X017T 

PRODUCTION TARGETS:  

CHANNEL 1: Should be done within 2 days of receiving this project. 

CHAIM= 2: Should be. done the day after the above channel is done. 

CHANNM., : Should be done within 1 veek after the above channel 
s done. ( and when other Ms cah get an appcintaen.t with PO) 

CI‘Aa‘a+4 	 .-ZeiesUei C 
Love, 

?tack 
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Additional channel/ on Op Preakout. ( Lovely ) 

1) When TM or Pin Ball PS{ meets with Lovely, they get drunk! 
another FSM male, has a funny typed out joke. One of these 
full page sexy jokes. It has a plain white cover on it - a 
plain typewriter sheet. FSM has 2 copies of this. Be shows 
ono copy all:Airound the bar, obviously ao that lovely and 	• 
FSM can see him doing it. Theadrunkenly comes over to FSM's 
table and wipe out "joke" to show PSM. Both I'SW.e.nd. "drunk" 
are careful not to touch plain sheeti The 2 sheets are folded 
as Lf to be mailed. When drunk picks up joke again, he whips 
it up by its corner .and puts it in his long open wallet or 
puts It in his hat that he should be wearing for that purpose. 
If the hat is used, "drunk" goes into the bathroom and carefully 
puts " joke " into his wallet. Drunk la always acting the fool. 
Drunk leaves. 

?Wig 
2) Drunk takes sheet with Lovely's prints to AG I being sure 
to get no prints on it. 

Drunk FSH 

3) Write the following letter on a library typewriter and address 
the envelope.to Lissinger in Wash. DC on the same typewriter. 
(oboolutely no PRINTS.) 

You are a traitor to your peopleTOU BASTERD. I've been there 
and seen what you have dons. Tou're OMB OP then. I'M GOI7g To 
KILL you I'M going to BOMb YOU. I have connection.NObody 
Oa a touch Me. Tou arre a German Pig. You Should be in TRe 
Concentration CAHPs. I Feel So al Because OF TOtt Ind 
YOu GodDam PIGe. YoU Die 500n. It IS a Phalle srmti.01. 
ThinX TrInaYeranCe. MPidus The BOMB Is 6 3T TO gO. KT Sister 
:SIM A L. 7hEy Are Responsible . They PersecuIeW/ W ILL 

M Lill em AND YOU. IOU are All Aga inst K3. TW 

The above letter should be typed onto the blank sheet obtained 
Lie #1. 

AG I NT 
4) Mail the above, from the Mail Box nearest Lovett place. 

s"),/, -64-to /../.1_ 	fite,„„c,:) N1  

Atotit-q • ,00 	/A64$4,0 	77fr, 

UMW Stator District Court 
km the District of Columbia 

A TRUE COPY 

LAMES F. DAVEY, CLERK 

By 

-7- A 
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s"),/,.sr-64-to /../.1_ 	fit6„„c,:) N1  

AP-A-it-R.4 • ,00 	/m444,0 	77fr, 

UMW States District Court 
fur the District of Columbia 

A TRUE COPY 

LAMES F. DAVEY. CLERK 

By 
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OP PRZAKCUT 

CHANNEL 4: 

1) Do not tell "Pin Ball"FEH or TH PSH about this OP, but 
alert them to immediately report any thing PC tells them. 
Have them try to speed up their relationship with PC..for 

f
1 back pur:m Get f edback on this op. (cle ver17) 

AG I. /if 

CHANNEL 5: 

1) Wait 10 days after the completion of CHANNEL 3. If nothing 
has secured from feedback, on PC. Then have the following 
action dons: 

VSLr-calVe•overclAanti.sacCI., 
FSH ?male disguized voice, calls the Arab% Consulate and asks 
for the Press "attache". Talk through a piece of thin paper 
covering the mouth of the phone. This will be taperecordsd 
but don't t. 	IPSX on this. ?V says crying to Attache: 

I just want to tell you there is someone a writer by the 
came of PC, who recently came back from Israel. She works for 
Israel Intelligence. She's also insane. She was in a Concentration 
Camp in Natz Germany. She's been seeing Psychiatrist for years. 
Her sister is also with-Israel Intelligence gad 1.2

1e
in Israel. 

She talks when she a:Lfags or drunk. 	 4 ‘.4-(-44 
. 74o/A 	 /0-44-4-.44 

71-440.. 

PCP0  As'e'%14  '4.74  44."1,  

/.3 

EXHIBIT 

OP PRZAKOUT 

CHANVTL 4: 

1) Do not tell "Pin Ball"FSM or TM PM( about this OP, but 
alert them to immediately report any thing PC tells them. 
Have them try to speed up their relationship with PC..for 

f
1 back purpose 	 Get feedback on this op. (cls verly) 

AG I. xY 

CHLNWEL 5: 

1) Wait 10 days after the completion of CHANNEL 3. If nothing 
has secured from feedback, on PC. Then have the following 
action dons: 

VSLNcariA•ooleUttOlti.sacrMs 
FSM ?male disguized voice, calls the Arab% Consulate and asks 
for the Press "attache". Talk through a piece of thin paper 
covering the mouth of the phone. This will be taperecorded 
but don't t. 	IPSM on this. PSX says crying to Attache: 

I just want to tell you there is someone a writer by the 
came of PC, who recently came back from Isreal. She works for 
Israel Intelligence. She's also insane. She was in a Concentration 
Camp in Betz Germany. She's been seeing Psychiatrist for years. 
Her sister is also with-Iereal Intelligence 	d 12

.1
2,
e
in Israel. 

She talks when she a:Lfags or drunk. 	4 ,-41-44 
. Atoo44 	 /0-444-.44 

71-440.. 

/.3 
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SID NIT 
NIT S 
DG I 
075 IT 

CS -.1( 

P.0 op Preakout  

• 

Dear Dick, 

SITUATION: Copper is still not terminately handled. 

DIT1: Cooper is getting her power back, attacking again. 

Attached is approved Op Freakout. This additional channel. 
Should really have her put away. forked with all the other 
Channels. 

The PSI already think she really did do the bomb threats on 
the C of S. 

SOLUTION: OX this additional Channel. 

This is or_ti 	 NS) 
APDrov ad t  

dcwm 
oe `1 

Disapproved 

   

      

Love, 

Randy 

     

     

     

11423 

EXHI 

— 4 

2/ 
. 	 . 	. 

( 

BID NAT 
HAT S 
DO I 
OPT bAT 

CS-4 
8E:  P.0 Op Preakout  

• .410 ,,41 • 

Dear Dick, 

SITUATION: Copper is still not terminately handled. 

DATA: Cooper is getting her power back, attacking again. 

Attached is approved Op Preakout. This additional channel. 
Should really have her put away. Worked with all the other 
Channels. 

The PSI already thing she really did do the bomb threats on 
the C of S. 

SOLUTION: OX this additional Channel. 

This is or 	 "3-7 &.0 
ipproved 	,1 	

—7 

 

Disapproved 

Loos, 

Randy 

1 1423 

EXHICIT 	 PA GE C114 

? — 4 
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NAT BID 
1:AT S 
DC I 

.tAIrmr• 

CS -If 

R. PC Operation 

Dear Dick, 

SITUATION: PC hasn't been handled. 

DATA: 	Po is attacking Base and proba 	coordinating HC 	218 
attacking actions. 

PC has been arrested before for. Bomb threats against the C of S. 

5 APRIL 1976 

We reinforce this background. and get her committed. 

SOLUTION: Impliment this Operation Preakout. 

J2‘44  

;41014.14 IA. rise .ab 	F 5$44. 	r.s.e kLit 

‘P•d) 
TLI 	 141Ute. 	cr 

kAftrf-;-2 	14-M exclatad. 

•Skt. 	dee 	4:4 4. Mori. hAdi"044,....c. 94* 

ttaut 5Z4 44,44-* 	t•44,..t 	
Le:z.", 3, 

	 „a, 

44_ 
cox. e5tr- 

cazut 4.aWL1. 	hst.t 4.0-t14,t 

a&rezal- • 
61A-) 

Disapproved 

Love, 

Randy 
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NAT BID 

DC 
1:AT 

I
S 

bPS 

.tAIrirt 

CS-ir 

R. PC Operation 

Dear Dick, 

SITUATION: PC hasn't been handled. 

D1T1: 	Po is attacking Base and proba 	coordinating HC 	co 
attacking actions. 

PC has been arrested before for. Bomb threats against the C of S. 

5 APRIL 1976 

We reinforce this background. and get her committed. 

SOLUTION: Impliment this Operation Preakout. 

Ja‘2.4.L . 

:41111424 2,12. aavaa 	F 5$44. 	r.s.e " Alit 11 

P •d) 	"VC* 	 141Ute. 	clz1v$4, cr 

;$114717(;-4 	14-M exclatt444. 

44;4441,44‘1,-; 
•Sks. 	dee 	4:4 4. Mori. hAd"44,....c. 94* 

t:taut 5Z4 	t•44,..t 	Le:z.",a3, 

f/,e  
 („462, 

44_ 
cox. ertr-  

caaut 4.aWL1. 	hst.t 4.04.14,t 

a&rezal- • 
61A-) 

Disapproved 

Love, 

Randy 
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